
EAA Chapter 81 Meeting Minutes

Saturday, May 16, 2015

Meeting was called to order at 1005 at  the hangar of Dana and Dean Wheeler at Flying Diamond
Airport, a residential airpark near Saguarita,, AZ.  

Secretary’s Report:  Bob Miller volunteered to read the Minutes of the April 18th meeting but, as usual,
the present members decided unanimously that the online and printed versions would do.

Treasurer’s Report:  Jim Gries was unable to attend, but sent the numbers for our perusal.  Our present
bank balance is $14, 676.05.  Dues income from 63 paid members amounts to $1,231.52 and expenses
(primarily for coffee and donuts) come to $29.04.

There was neither new nor old business to discuss.

Visitor Jeff Konegni from San Antonio, Tx works for Boeing, does not yet have a pilot’s certificate, but
wants to build for commuting to Montana and is eyeing the RV-7A for that purpose.

We quickly moved on to the Main Feature: Dean and Dana Wheeler’s RV-7A project(s).  Dean is a self-
described methodical builder, having taken 17 years and 4 months to build his previous RV-6A.  This
plane was lost in an off-field landing when its constant-speed prop lost a blade.  Dean was able to
successfully land and both he and his Young Eagle passenger walked away from it, but the plane was
totaled.  Undiscouraged, Dean and Dana decided to build an RV-7A, as the RV-6A kit was no longer
being manufactured, and they decided on a Quick-Build kit this time.  They have been working on it
for  3  years,  about  2400  hours  so  far.   Dean  says  that  the  Quick-Build  kit  has  advantages  and
disadvantages, and, with all new kits coming match-drilled from the factory, in retrospect, he might
have chosen the standard kit  instead.   Already installed is  a new Lycoming 180HP IO-360 with a
Hartzell CS prop.  Dean declined to tattle on the brand of the previous prop that spit off a blade, but it
very closely rhymes with “empty”.  The new RV-7A has Dynon Sky View glass panel with integrated
autopilot and transponder.  As ADS-B out will be required for all aircraft flying in controlled airspace
by 2020, this ship is equipped with ADS-B both in and out.  Featuring electronic P-Mags, it uses much-
more-affordable automotive spark plugs, as aviation plugs are made for the much smaller spark plug
gaps required by conventional magnetos.  A Vetterman exhaust should extract a few extra horses.  Dana
did the wiring and Dean did the painting.  He used a non-sandable primer, then color-coat, and then
clear-coat, and regrets that the primer layer makes the outer coats look orange-peeled.  

An interesting side-note on the salvage is that the RV-6A was insured for $90K.  They bought it back as
salvage for $5K and were paid $125 per month for 3 years for storing it before they bought it!

Although Dana is  working on Dean’s  plane,  she is  also building her own RV-7, another  builder’s
project that she bought partly done.  She will convert it from tailwheel configuration to the nosewheel
7A, as she greatly prefers the safety and crosswind stability of the nosewheel.  Whereas Dean’s has a
WW-II P-51-with-invasion-stripes paint scheme, Dana’s will be styled after the brightly-colored scarlet
macaw.  The wings were already done with excellent craftsmanship, but were damaged in-transit and
will require minor repair.  She just installed the seat belt anchors and will soon flip the fuselage over
and start the bottom skin. Hers is not a Quick-Build kit and she is fine with that.  Either version still
requires taking apart and finish-drilling and deburring.  Dana shows us a power-deburring tool and tells
us to throw away the little hook tool; too many holes to deburr manually.  Previously the primary rivet
bucker, Dana is now driving the rivets.  Having built the RV-6A previously, Dean notes that the RV-
7A’s wing spar box is not nearly as massive, but there have been no failures with the newer design.  It
will have a tip-up canopy, as opposed to the slider on the salvaged RV-6A, and hopefully the old engine
will  be useable.   Instruments  from the salvaged ship,  including Dynon D-100,  Trio autopilot,  and



Avmap GPS might find their way into Dana’s plane.  Interestingly, Dana and Dean flew the RV-6A to
Florida  and  back  and  never  used  the  autopilot!   Plans  for  the  new fleet  are  laid  out  on  a  large
motivation board near the rear of the hangar:  Sun ’n Fun on the way to the Bahamas!  Although they
live in an airpark, the Wheelers want first flight to be at Ryan or Marana.  Flying Diamond has a single
2650 foot strip with a road crossing the middle, and no emergency services.  They bought their 4 acre
lot  12  years  ago for  $40K and there  are  still  two available  on the  runway for  about  $50K each.
Currently 20 houses on 97 lots, all have power and some have water (neighboring residential airpark
Ruby Star has no water).  They describe it as a “nice neighborhood where everybody gets along”.
Visiting pilots should call ahead or email the manager before flying in.  

Meeting officially adjourned at 1030, but it meandered on for at least an hour after that.  

Respectfully Submitted by

Secretary Bob Miller


